
• Should we do more to deal with the problem of domestic violence, or is the problem 
exaggerated? 

• We are becoming overwhelmingly dependent on computers. Is this dependence on computers a 
good thing or should we be more suspicious of their benefits? 

• Is there too much of commercialism in the Internet? 
• Technology makes communication easier in today's world. Many people choose to work at 

home in front of a computer screen. What danger does the society face depending on computer 
screens rather than face-to-face contact as the main means of communication? Are we the 
prisoners of the progress? 

• Should the animals be used for scientific research? Is it humanly? 
• Should drivers of automobiles be prohibited from using cellular phones? 
• Should restrictions be placed on the use of mobile phones in public areas like restaurants and 

theaters? 
• Should the death penalty be mandatory for people that kill other people? 
• Should the "Right to Die" be Considered a Right? 
• What are two sides of the death penalty? Is it a cruel murderer or a just punishment? Can it be a 

deterrent to crime? 
• Should animal experimentation be permitted? 
• Euthanasia as a way of relieving ill people's pain and save them from the tortures of their 

illness. Do we have the right to take people's life, if after all life is the greatest charisma? 
• Forests are the lungs of the earth. Should the rain forests destruction be prohibited? How is it 

possible to protect forests? 
• Should there still be colleges and schools just for men/boys and some just for women/girls? 
• Should sex education be increased in schools in an attempt to curb problems such as teenage 

pregnancy? 
• Considering in detail the opposing arguments presented by Plato and Nafisi, when is censorship 

necessary given the nature of knowledge and reality? 
• The 1920's was a leisurely period in history and people began spending more time playing and 

observing sports. Who were the major contributors to this "Golden age" of sports and what 
influence, if any, did they have on future athletes and the sports they played? 

• Human beings do not need to eat meat in order to maintain good health because they can get all 
their food needs from meatless products and meatless substances. A vegetarian diet is as healthy 
as a diet containing meat. Argue for or against the opinion above. 

• What do you think about vegetarians? Are they people who care for animals and want to protect 
them or people lacking the adequate ration? 

• Domestic workers: How these women are treated or mistreated by their employers. The 
problems they face with inequality in the workplace, most of these women come from different 
countries and do not speak the language or know their own rights. 

• Advertising: Information or Manipulation? 
• To what extent has the traditional male role changed in the last 20 years? 
• Education is an indivisible part of the prosperity of the nation. The more educated and cultured 

people there are in the country the more flourishing and thrifty the country is. Comment on this 
issue, argument your decision 

• Should society assume more responsibility for pregnant teenagers and children they bear? 
• The mass media, including TV, radio, newspapers have a great influence on people and 

especially on the younger generation. It plays an important role in shaping the opinions and 
positions of the younger generation. Argue for or against this statement



These topics are sure to spark some interest. 

1. Is global climate change man-made? 

2. Is the death penalty effective? 

3. Is our election process fair? 

4. Do colleges put too much stock in standardized test scores? 

5. Is torture ever acceptable? 

6. Should men get paternity leave from work? 

7. Is a lottery a good idea? 

8. Do we have a fair taxation system? 

9. Do curfews keep teens out of trouble? 

10. Is cheating out of control? 

11. Are we too dependent on computers? 

12. Are parents clueless about child predators on the Internet? 

13. Should animals be used for research? 

14. Should cigarette smoking be banned? 

15. Are cell phones dangerous? 

16. Are law enforcement cameras an invasion of privacy? 

17. Are test scores a good indication of a school’s competency? 

18. Do we have a throw-away society? 

19. Is child behavior better or worse than it was years ago? 

20. Should companies market to children? 

21. Should the government have a say in our diets? 

22. Does access to condoms prevent teen pregnancy? 

23. Does access to condoms irresponsible, dangerous, or bad behavior? 

24. Are actors and professional athletes paid too much? 

25. Are CEO’s paid too much? 

26. Do violent video games cause behavior problems? 

27. Should creationism be taught in public schools? 

28. Are beauty pageants exploitive? 

29. Should English be the official language in the United States? 

30. Should the racing industry be forced to use biofuels? 

31. When should parents let teens make their own decisions? 

33. Should the military be allowed to recruit at high schools? 

34. Should the alcoholic drinking age be increased or decreased? 



35. Does age matter in relationships? 

36. What age is appropriate for dating? 

37. Should gay couples be able to marry? 

38. Are there benefits to attending a single-sex school? 

39. Does boredom lead to trouble? 

40. Does participation in sports keep teens out of trouble? 

41. Is competition good? 

42. Does religion cause war? 

43. Should the government provide health care? 

44. Should girls ask boys out? 

45. Is fashion important? 

46. Are girls too mean to each other? 

47. Is homework harmful or helpful? 

48. Should students be allowed to grade their teachers? 

49. Is the cost of college too high? 

50. Is college admission too competitive? 



Planning Stage
For an argument essay to be effective, it must contain certain elements. For this reason, you must take a 
few minutes to plan before you jump into writing an argument essay. 

Find a Good Topic
To find good topic for an argument essay you should consider several issues that will have two 
conflicting points of view or very different conclusions. As you look over a list of topics you should 
find one that really sparks your interest. 

While a strong interest in a topic is important, it’s not enough. You next have to consider what position 
you can back up with reasoning. It’s one thing to have a strong belief, but when shaping an argument 
you’ll have to explain why your belief is reasonable and logical. 

As you explore the topics, make a mental list of points you could use as evidence for or against an 
issue. 

Consider Both Sides of Your Topic and Take a Position
Once you have selected a topic you feel strongly about, you should make a list of points for both sides 
of the argument. One of your first objectives in your essay will be to present both sides of your issue 
with an assessment of each. Of course, you will conclude that one side (your side) is the best 
conclusion.

In the planning stage you will need to consider strong arguments for the “other” side. Then you’ll shoot 
them down!

Gather Evidence
When we think of arguments we might picture two red-faced people speaking quite loudly and making 
dramatic gestures. But that’s because face-to-face arguments often become emotional. In fact, the act of 
arguing involves providing proof to support your claim, with or without emotions. 

In an argument essay you will have to provide evidence without providing too much drama. You'll 
explore two sides of a topic (briefly) and provide proof as to why one side or position is the best one. 

Writing Stage
Once you’ve given yourself a solid foundation to work with, you can begin to craft your essay. An 
argument essay should contain three parts: the introduction, the body, and the conclusion. The length of 
these parts (number of paragraphs) will vary, depending on the length of your essay assignment. 

1. Introduce your topic and assert your side 

As in any essay, the first paragraph of your argument essay should contain a brief explanation of your 
topic, some background information, and a thesis statement. In this case, your thesis will be a statement 
of your position on a particular controversial topic. Example introductory paragraph with thesis 
statement: 
Since the turn of the new century, a theory has emerged concerning the end of the world, or at least the 
end of life as we know it. This new theory centers around the year 2012, a date that many claim has 
mysterious origins in ancient manuscripts from many different cultures. The most noted characteristic 
of this date is that it appears to mark the end of the Mayan calendar. But there is no evidence to suggest 
that the Maya saw any great relevance to this date. In fact, none of the claims surrounding a 2012 
doomsday event hold up to scientific inquiry. The year 2012 will pass without a major, life-altering  
catastrophe. 



2. Present both sides of the controversy
The body of your essay will contain the meat of your argument. You should go into more detail about 
the two sides of your controversy and state the strongest points of the counter-side of your issue. 

After describing the “other” side, you will present your own viewpoint and then provide evidence to 
show why your position is the correct one. 

Select your strongest evidence and present your points one by one. Use a mix of evidence types, from 
statistics, to other studies and anecdotal stories. This part of your paper could be any length, from two 
paragraphs to two hundred pages.

Re-state your position as the most sensible one in your summary paragraphs. 

Tips for Your Essay:

• Avoid emotional language 
• Know the difference between a logical conclusion and an emotional point of view 
• Don’t make up evidence 
• Cite your sources 
• Make an outline 
• Be prepared to defend your side by knowing the strongest arguments for the other side. You 

might be challenged by the teacher or by another student.
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